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DAIKIN CSR AT A GLANCE

Daikin uses the technologies and knowledge related to air cultivated over many years to make life on

Earth more comfortable. Going forward, we will provide new value that makes people and air

comfortable and healthy through energy-saving technologies.

Contributing to the
Mitigation of Global

Warming with Energy-
Efficient Air
Conditioners 

Creating Comfortable
Spaces with Small

Amounts of Energy 

Protecting Human
Health with Air 

Creating Environments
in Which Everyone Can

Work Energetically 

Conserving Forests with
People around the

World 
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Message from the President

Message from Masanori

Togawa, Representative

Director, President and CEO

Sustainability Report

Download the PDF file

"Forests for the Air" Project

Daikin carries out forest

conservation activities in the

seven regions worldwide

More Information about Daikin's CSR

Other Environment-Related content
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(https://www.daikin.com/csr/report/) 

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/forests/) 

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/environment_special/) 
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*Source:

Contributing to the Mitigation of Global Warming with Energy-Efficient
Air Conditioners

Products that satisfy either or both of "consume at least 30% less electricity than conventional products" or "use

refrigerants with at least two-thirds less global warming potential than conventional refrigerants"

Difference between the amount of energy-efficient air conditioners sold by Daikin and the amount of energy saved in

consideration of total sales volume with CO2 emissions of energy- efficient air conditioners as the baseline

Daikin promotes the spread of energy-efficient air conditioners using refrigerants with low global

warming potential. 

Daikin reduced CO2 emissions by 70 million tons (accounting for around 40% of the annual CO2

emissions attributed to the household sector in Japan)* in fiscal 2020. We will continue to contribute to

the mitigation of global warming.

Daikin estimate based on data from the Japan Center for Climate Change Actions.

The Society Daikin is Aiming Toward

A society that does not exacerbate environmental burdens

Aiming for a society that reduces environmental burdens while

making people and air healthy and comfortable by promoting

the spread of air conditioners that have a minor impact on

global warming.

Response to Climate Change (Page 145) 
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*

Creating Comfortable Spaces with Small Amounts of Energy

Energy saved through energy conservation and efficient operation of buildings and facilities, and energy created by

solar power generation (fiscal 2016 results)

Daikin promotes R&D to reduce building energy consumption to zero. 

At Daikin research facilities (TIC), we reduce energy consumption by 82% compared to standard

buildings by introducing highly energy efficient equipment and management systems that control

incorporate natural light and air and reduce the amount of air conditioning and electric lighting

requirements.

The Society Daikin is Aiming Toward

A Society that Uses Energy Efficiently

We aim for a society that maintains comfortable living and

office spaces with less energy and are launching efficient

energy management initiatives that work for individual air

conditioners as well as entire buildings and cities.

Providing Solutions (Page 191) 
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Protecting Human Health with Air

Daikin pursues the possibilities of air that contributes to human health and comfortable lifestyles.  

Amid increasing needs for air environments in light of air pollution caused by economic development in

emerging countries, the spread of infectious diseases, and tightening regulations regarding spatial

hygiene in the pharmaceutical and food industries, we pursue safer, healthier and more comfortable air

environments from a variety of perspectives including cleanliness, airflow and odor, contributing to the

creation of office, home, hospital and factory environments.

The Society Daikin is Aiming Toward

A Society Offering Health and Comfortable Lifestyles

We pursue societies where people throughout the world can

live in health and comfort, as we seek to solve air problems and

pursue improvements in the quality of spaces including air

environments that enhance concentration.

 Value creation through collaborative innovation (Page 273) 
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Creating Environments in Which Everyone Can Work Energetically

Daikin believes in the possibilities of people brimming with diversity. 

In promoting the active participation of women, we are implementing measures including increasing

awareness among male managers and female employees and offering measures supporting women's

return to work after childbirth or childcare to avoid career gaps.

The Society Daikin is Aiming Toward

A Society in Which Everyone is Useful

With the aim of realizing a society in which everyone's diverse

possibilities can be utilized, we engage in people-centered

management that links people's individuality and strengths to

business growth and global sustainable development.

 Human Resources (Page 326) 
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Conserving Forests with People around the World

Daikin cultivates forests with local communities in seven locations around the world.  

There are many unnatural factors causing deforestation, including agricultural cultivation and the use

of timber for firewood and fuel. In response to these issues, Daikin promotes initiatives aimed at

achieving a balance between peoples lives and forest preservation.

The Society Daikin is Aiming Toward

A Society in Which Humans Coexist with Nature

Daikin cooperates extensively with governments, local

communities NGOs and other groups to engage in conserving

and restoring nature with the aim of creating a sustainable

society in which nature and people coexist throughout the

world.

Communities (Page 489) 
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